Support the SOUTH AFRICAN EARLY MUSIC TRUST
The South African Early Music Trust (SAEMT) is a Public Beneficiary Organisation
(Reg. No. 930 037 822) set up to advocate period performances of early music in
South Africa. Moreover it specifically funds the activities and the development of the
Cape Consort, supporting the ensemble’s dedicated and locally pioneering work in this
field.
By creating an infrastructure for the organisation of concerts, workshops, conferences,
seminars and other musical activities, the Trust envisions to nurture and develop the
artistic, scholarly and communicative quality of HIPP performances in South Africa.
Acting as a forum for early music it aims to create a collaborative network of local and
international practitioners, students and audiences in the field.
The SAEMT needs to build up resources to warrant its sustainable engagement, allow
for long-term planning and the extension of its activities, notably by means of
educational initiatives. Most importantly we wish to continue presenting you with
exciting new (early) repertoire and increase the important investment in the
performance skills of local musicians. To that end we call on you to support the
Trust’s cause by means of a monthly debit order or a once-off donation – our bank
details are set out below:
Bank:
Account name:
Account type:
Account number:
Branch code:

ABSA
South African Early Music Trust
Cheque
4078401741
632005

We further invite you to subscribe to our mailing list to receive advance notice of
concerts. Mail your details to charles.ainslie@yahoo.com or post the slip below to:
South African Early Music Trust, 83 Peninsula Rd, Zeekoeivlei, 7941
A big thank you to many loyal patrons for their enthusiastic response to our work! Your
ears give us voice and we look forward to many more shared musical experiences.
Hans Huyssen, Charles Ainslie and Nick de Jager (Trustees)
………………………………………………………………………………………………
Name:
Email address:
I intend to set up a monthly debit order of:
I intend to make a once off donation of:
Signature:

